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DETACHMENTS OF AMALGAMATED 3-UNIFORM HYPERGRAPHS :
FACTORIZATION CONSEQUENCES
AMIN BAHMANIAN
Abstract. A detachment of a hypergraph F is a hypergraph obtained from F by splitting
some or all of its vertices into more than one vertex. Amalgamating a hypergraph G can
be thought of as taking G , partitioning its vertices, then for each element of the partition
squashing the vertices to form a single vertex in the amalgamated hypergraph F . In this
paper we use Nash-Williams lemma on laminar families to prove a detachment theorem for
amalgamated 3-uniform hypergraphs, which yields a substantial generalization of previous
amalgamation theorems by Hilton, Rodger and Nash-Williams.
To demonstrate the power of our detachment theorem, we show that the complete 3-
uniform n-partite multi-hypergraph λK3m1,...,mn can be expressed as the union G1Y . . .YGk
of k edge-disjoint factors, where for i “ 1, . . . , k, Gi is ri-regular, if and only if:
(i) mi “ mj :“ m for all 1 ď i, j ď k,
(ii) 3  rimn for each i, 1 ď i ď k, and
(iii)
řk
i“1 ri “ λ
`
n´1
2
˘
m2.
1. Introduction
A detachment of a hypergraph F is, informally speaking, a hypergraph obtained from F
by splitting some or all of its vertices into more than one vertex. If G is a detachment of F ,
then F is an amalgamation of G . Amalgamating G , intuitively speaking, can be thought
of as taking G , partitioning its vertices, then for each element of the partition squashing
the vertices to form a single vertex in the amalgamated hypergraph F . We shall give more
precise definition for amalgamation and detachment in Section 2.
Hilton [16] used amalgamation to decompose complete graphs into Hamiltonian cycles,
obtaining a new proof of Walecki’s result [27]. Hilton and Rodger [18] produced new proofs
of Laskar and Auerbach’s results on Hamiltonian decomposition of the complete multipartite
graphs. Buchanan [11] used amalgamations to prove that for any 2-factor U of Kn, n
odd, Kn ´ EpUq admits a Hamiltonian decomposition. Rodger and Leach [24] solved the
corresponding existence problem for complete bipartite graphs, and obtained a solution for
complete multipartite graphs when U has no small cycles [25, 26].
Perhaps the most interesting use of amalgamations has been to prove embedding results;
see, for example [1, 2, 17, 20, 30, 33]. Detachments of graphs have also been studied in
[9, 19], generalizing some results of Nash-Williams [29, 28]. For a survey about the method
of amalgamation and embedding partial edge-colorings we refer the reader to [3].
Most of the results in graph amalgamation have used edge-coloring techniques due to de
Werra [12, 13, 14, 15], however Nash-Williams [30] proved a lemma (see Lemma 5.1 in Section
5 below) to generalize theorems of Hilton and Rodger. In this paper we apply Nash-Williams
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technique to produce a general detachment theorem for 3-uniform hypergraphs (see Theorem
3.1). This result is not only a substantial generalization of previous amalgamation theorems,
but also yields several consequences on factorizations of complete 3-uniform multipartite
(multi)hypergraphs. To demonstrate the power of our detachment theorem, we show that
the complete 3-uniform n-partite multi-hypergraph λK3m1,...,mn can be expressed as the union
G1Y . . .Y Gk of k edge-disjoint factors, where for i “ 1, . . . , k, Gi is ri-regular, if and only if:
(i) mi “ mj :“ m for all 1 ď i, j ď k,
(ii) 3  rimn for each i, 1 ď i ď k, and
(iii)
řk
i“1 ri “ λ
`
n´1
2
˘
m2.
It is expected that Theorem 3.1 can be used to provide conditions under which one can
embed a k-edge-colored complete 3-uniform hypergraph K3n into an edge-colored K
3
n`m such
that ith color class of K3n`m induces an ri-factor for i “ 1, . . . , k. However obtaining such
results will require more advanced edge-coloring techniques and it will be much more com-
plicated than for companion results for simple graphs, with a complete solution unlikely to
be found in the near future (see [5]).
In connection with Kirkman’s famous Fifteen Schoolgirls Problem [22], Sylvester remarked
in 1850 that the complete 3-uniform hypergraph with 15 vertices, is 1-factorizable. Several
generalizations of this problem were solved during the last 70 years (see for example [31,
32, 6, 7]). It was Baranyai, who died tragically in his youth, who settled this 120-year-old
problem (1-factorization of complete uniform hypergraphs) ingeniously [6, 7].
Baranyai’s proof actually yields a method for constructing a 1-factorization recursively.
However, this approach would not be very efficient and its complexity is exponential [21].
Baranyi’s original theorem was spurred by Peltesohn’s result [31] which was a direct con-
struction, and it was polynomial time to implement. Brouwer and Schrijver gave an elegant
proof for 1-factorizations of the complete uniform hypergraph for which the algorithm is
more efficient [10]. Our construction leads to an algorithm similar to that of Brouwer and
Schrijver. This is discussed briefly in Section 6, but for more details we refer the reader to
[4].
Notation and more precise definitions will be given in Section 2. Any undefined term may
be found in [8]. In Section 3, we state our main result and we postpone its proof to Section
5. In Section 4, we exhibit some applications of our result by providing several factorization
theorems for 3-uniform (multi)hypergraphs. The key idea used in proving the main theorem
is short and is given in 5.1. The rest of Section 5 is devoted to the verification of all conditions
in Theorem 3.1.
2. Notation and More Precise Definitions
In this paper R denotes the set of real numbers and N denotes the set of positive integers.
If f is a function from a set X into a set Y and y P Y , then f´1pyq denotes the set
tx P X : fpxq “ yu, and f´1rys denotes f´1pyqztyu. If x, y are real numbers, then txu
and rxs denote the integers such that x ´ 1 ă txu ď x ď rxs ă x ` 1, and x « y means
tyu ď x ď rys.
For the purpose of this paper, a hypergraph G is an ordered quintuple pV pG q, EpG q, HpG q,
ψ, φq where V pG q, EpG q, HpG q are disjoint finite sets, ψ : HpG q Ñ V pG q is a function
and φ : HpG q Ñ EpG q is a surjection. Elements of V pG q, EpG q, HpG q are called vertices,
hyperedges and hinges of G , respectively. A vertex v and hinge h are said to be incident
with each other if ψphq “ v. A hyperedge e and hinge h are said to be incident with each
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other if φphq “ e. A hinge h is said to attach the hyperedge φphq to the vertex ψphq. In this
manner, the vertex φphq and the hyperedge ψphq are said to be incident with each other.
If e P EpG q, and e is incident with n hinges h1, . . . , hn for some n P N, then the hyperedge
e is said to join (not necessarily distinct) vertices ψph1q, . . . , ψphnq. If v P V pG q, then the
number of hinges incident with v is called the degree of v and is denoted by dG pvq.
The number of vertices incident with a hyperedge e, denoted by |e|, is called the size of
e. If |e| “ 1 then e is called a loop. If for all hyperedges e of G , |e| ď 2 and |φ´1peq| “ 2,
then G is a graph. If n ą 1 and e1, . . . , en are n distinct hyperedges of G , incident with the
same set of vertices, then e1, . . . , en is said to be multiple hyperedges. A multi-hypergraph is
a hypergraph with multiple hyperedges.
Thus a hypergraph, in the sense of our definition is a generalization of a finite hypergraph
as usually defined, but for convenience, we imagine each hyperedge of a hypergraph to be
attached to the vertices which it joins by in-between objects called hinges. In fact if for every
edge e, |e| “ |φ´1peq|, then our definition is essentially the same as the usual definition. One
can think of a hypergraph as a bipartite multigraph, where E forms one class, V forms
other class, and the hinges H form the edges. A hypergraph may be drawn as a set of
points representing the vertices. An edge is represented by a simple closed curve enclosing
its incident vertices. A hinge is represented by a small line attached to the vertex incident
with it (see Figure 1).
Example 2.1. Let F “ pV,E,H, ψ, φq, with V “ tvi : 1 ď i ď 7u, E “ te1, e2, e3u, H “
thi : 1 ď i ď 9u, such that ψph1q “ v1, ψph2q “ ψph3q “ v2, ψph4q “ v3, ψph5q “ ψph6q “
ψph7q “ v4, ψph8q “ v5, ψph9q “ v6 and φph1q “ e1, φph2q “ φph3q “ φph4q “ φph5q “
φph6q “ e2, φph7q “ φph8q “ φph9q “ e3. Moreover |e1| “ 1, |e2| “ |e3| “ 3, and dpv1q “
dpv3q “ dpv5q “ dpv6q “ 1, dpv2q “ 4, dpv4q “ 3, dpv7q “ 0.
h7
h6
h5
v7
v5
h8
v6
h9
e3
e2
e1
v1
h1
h4
v3
v2
h3
h2
F
v4
Figure 1. Representation of a hypergraph F
Throughout this paper, the letters F and G denote hypergraphs (possibly with loops and
multiple hyperedges). The set of hinges of G which are incident with a vertex v (a hyperedge
e), is denoted by HpG , vq (HpG , eq, respectively). Thus if e P EpG q, then HpG , eq “ φ´1peq.
If v P V pG q, then HpG , vq “ ψ´1pvq, and |HpG , vq| is the degree dpvq of v. If S is a subset of
V pG q or EpG q, then HpG , Sq denotes the set of those hinges of G which are incident with an
element of S. If S1 Ă V pG q and S2 Ă EpG q, then HpG , S1, S2q denotes HpG , S1qXHpG , S2q.
If v P V pG q and S Ă EpG q, then HpG , v, Sq denotes HpG , tvu, Sq. To avoid ambiguity,
subscripts may be used to indicate the hypergraph in which hypergraph-theoretic notation
should be interpreted — for example, dG pvq.
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Let G be a hypergraph in which each hyperedge is incident with exactly three hinges. If
u, v, w are three (not necessarily distinct) vertices of G , then ∇pu, v, wq denotes the set of
hyperedges which are incident with u, v, w. For each hyperedge e incident with three hinges
h1, h2, h3 there are three possibilities (see Figure 2):
(i) e is incident with exactly one vertex u. In this case u is incident with h1, h2, h3. We
denote ∇pu, u, uq by ∇pu3q.
(ii) e is incident with exactly two distinct vertices u, v. In this case one of the vertices,
say u is incident with two hinges, say h1, h2 and v is incident with h3. We denote
∇pu, u, vq by ∇pu2, vq.
(iii) e is incident with three distinct vertices u, v and w.
For multiplicity we use mp.q rather than |∇p.q|. A hypergraph G is said to be k-uniform
u
h2
e
(ii) (iii)
e
v
h1
h3
(i)
e
u
h2
h3
v
u
h1
w
h1
h2
h3
Figure 2. The three types of edges in a hypergraph G in which |HpG , eq| “ 3
for every edge e
if |e| “ |HpG , eq| “ k for each e P EpG q. A k-uniform hypergraph with n vertices is said
to be complete, denoted by Kkn, if every k distinct vertices are incident within one edge. A
3-uniform hypergraph with vertex partition tV1, . . . , Vnu with |Vi| “ mi for i “ 1, . . . , n, is
said to be (i) n-partite, if every edge is incident with at most one vertex of each part, and (ii)
complete n-partite, denoted by K3m1,...,mn , if it is n-partite and every three distinct vertices
from three different parts are incident.
If we replace every hyperedge of G by λ (ě 2) multiple hyperedges, then we denote the
new (multi) hypergraph by λG . A k-hyperedge-coloring of G is a mapping K : EpG q Ñ C,
where C is a set of k colors (often we use C “ t1, . . . , ku), and the hyperedges of one color
form a color class. The sub-hypergraph of G induced by the color class j is denoted by G pjq.
A hypergraph G is said to be (i) regular if there is an integer d such that every vertex has
degree d, and (ii) k-regular if every vertex has degree k. A factor of G is a regular spanning
sub-hypergraph of G . A k-factor is a k-regular factor. A factorization is a decomposi-
tion (partition) of EpG q into factor(s). Let r1, . . . , rk be (not necessarily distinct) positive
integers. An pr1, . . . , rkq-factorization is a factorization in which there is one ri-factor for
i “ 1, . . . , k. An prq-factorization is called simply an r-factorization. A hypergraph G is said
to be factorizable if it has a factorization. The definition for k-factorizable and pr1, . . . , rkq-
factorizable hypergraphs is similar.
If F “ pV,E,H, ψ, φq is a hypergraph and Ψ is a function from V onto a set W , then we
shall say that the hypergraph G “ pW,E,H,Ψ ˝ ψ, φq is an amalgamation of F and that
F is a detachment of G . In this manner, Ψ is called an amalgamation function, and G is
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the Ψ-amalgamation of F . Associated with Ψ is the number function g : W Ñ N defined
by gpwq “ |Ψ´1pwq|, for each w P W , and we shall say that F is a g-detachment of G .
Intuitively speaking, a g-detachment of G is obtained by splitting each u P V pG q into gpuq
vertices. Thus F and G have the same hyperedges and hinges, and each vertex v of G is
obtained by identifying those vertices of F which belong to the set Ψ´1pvq. In this process,
a hinge incident with a vertex u and a hyperedge e in F becomes incident with the vertex
Ψpuq and the edge e in G . Since two hypergraphs F and G related in the above manner have
the same hyperedges, coloring the hyperedges of one of them is the same thing as coloring the
hyperedges of the other. Hence an amalgamation of a hypergraph with colored hyperedges
is a hypergraph with colored hyperedges.
Example 2.2. Let F be the hypergraph of Example 2.1. Let Ψ : V Ñ tw1, w2, w3, w4u be
the function with Ψpv1q “ Ψpv7q “ w1, Ψpv2q “ w2, Ψpv3q “ Ψpv4q “ w3, Ψpv5q “ Ψpv6q “
w4. The hypergraph G in Figure 3 is the Ψ-amalgamation of F .
h9
h6
w3
e1
h1
h7
h3
w4
h8
h2
w2
h5
h4
G
w1
e3
e2
Figure 3. Amalgamation G of the hypergraph F in Example 2.1
3. Statement of the Main Theorem
In the remainder of this paper, all hypergraphs are either 3-uniform or are amalgamations
of 3-uniform hypergraphs. That is, for every hypergraph F we have
(1) 1 ď |e| ď |HpF , eq| “ 3 for every e in F .
Therefore every edge is of one the types shown in Figure 2. For g : V pF q Ñ N, we define
the symmetric function g˜ : V 3pF q Ñ N such that for distinct x, y, z P V pF q, g˜px, x, xq “`
gpxq
3
˘
, g˜px, x, yq “ `gpxq
2
˘
gpyq, and g˜px, y, zq “ gpxqgpyqgpzq. Also we assume that for each
x P V pF q, gpxq ď 2 implies mF px3q “ 0, and gpxq “ 1 implies mF px2, yq “ 0 for every
y P V pF q.
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a k-hyperedge-colored hypergraph and let g be a function from V pF q
into N. Then there exists a 3-uniform g-detachment G (possibly with multiple hyperedges) of
F with amalgamation function Ψ : V pG q Ñ V pF q, g being the number function associated
with Ψ, such that G satisfies the following conditions:
(A1) dG puq « dF pxq{gpxq for each x P V pF q and each u P Ψ´1pxq;
(A2) dG pjqpuq « dF pjqpxq{gpxq for each x P V pF q, each u P Ψ´1pxq and each j P t1, . . . , ku;
(A3) mG pu, v, wq « mF px, y, zq{g˜px, y, zq for every x, y, z P V pF q with gpxq ě 3 if x “
y “ z, and gpxq ě 2 if |tx, y, zu| “ 2, and every triple of distinct vertices u, v, w with
u P Ψ´1pxq, v P Ψ´1pyq and w P Ψ´1pzq;
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(A4) mG pjqpu, v, wq « mF pjqpx, y, zq{g˜px, y, zq for every x, y, z P V pF q with gpxq ě 3 if
x “ y “ z, and gpxq ě 2 if |tx, y, zu| “ 2, every triple of distinct vertices u, v, w with
u P Ψ´1pxq, v P Ψ´1pyq and w P Ψ´1pzq and each j P t1, . . . , ku.
4. Factorization Consequences
Throughout this section n ě 3. It is easy to see that every factorizable hypergraph must
be regular. If G is a 3-uniform hypergraph with an r-factor, since each edge contributes 3
to the sum of the degree of all vertices in an r-factor, r|V pG q| must be divisible by 3.
4.1. Factorizations of λK3n. We first note that λK
3
n is λ
`
n´1
2
˘
-regular, and |EpλK3nq| “
λ
`
n
3
˘
. Throughout this section, F is a hypergraph consisting of a single vertex x and λ
`
n
3
˘
loops incident with x, and g : V pF q Ñ N is a function with gpxq “ n. Note that λK3n is a
g-detachment of F .
Theorem 4.1. λK3n is pr1, . . . , rkq-factorizable if and only if
(i) 3  rin for each i, 1 ď i ď k, and
(ii)
řk
i“1 ri “ λ
`
n´1
2
˘
.
Proof. Suppose first that λK3n is pr1, . . . , rkq-factorizable. The existence of each ri-factor
implies that 3  rin for each i, 1 ď i ď k. Since each ri-factor is an ri-regular spanning
sub-hypergraph and λK3n is λ
`
n´1
2
˘
-regular, we must have
řk
i“1 ri “ λ
`
n´1
2
˘
.
Now assume (i)–(ii). We find a k-hyperedge-coloring for F such that mF pjqpx3q “ rjn{3
for each j P t1, . . . , ku. It is possible, because
kÿ
j“1
mF pjqpx3q “
kÿ
j“1
rjn
3
“ n
3
kÿ
j“1
rj
“ λn
3
ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n
3
˙
“ mF px3q.
Now by Theorem 3.1, there exists a 3-uniform g-detachment G of F with n vertices, say
v1, . . . , vn such that by (A2) dG pjqpviq “ rjn{n “ rj for each i “ 1, . . . , n and each j P
t1, . . . , ku; and by (A3) mG pvr, vs, vtq “ λ
`
n
3
˘{`n
3
˘ “ λ for distinct r, s, t, 1 ď r, s, t ď n.
Therefore G – λK3n and each color class i is an ri-factor for i “ 1, . . . , k. 
4.2. Factorizations of K3m1,...,mn. We denote K
3
m, . . . ,mloooomoooon
n
by K3m,...,m (so we don’t write the
under-brace when it is not ambiguous). We first note that λK3m,...,m is a λ
`
n´1
2
˘
m2-regular
hypergraph with nm vertices and λ
`
n
3
˘
m3 edges. Throughout this section, F “ λm3K3n
with vertex set V pF q “ tx1, . . . , xnu, and g : V pF q Ñ N is a function with gpxiq “ m for
i “ 1, . . . , n. We observe that λK3m,...,m is a g-detachment of F .
Theorem 4.2. λK3m1,...,mn is pr1, . . . , rkq-factorizable if and only if
(i) mi “ mj :“ m for 1 ď i ă j ď n,
(ii) 3  rimn for each i, 1 ď i ď k, and
(iii)
řk
i“1 ri “ λ
`
n´1
2
˘
m2.
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Proof. Suppose first that λK3m1,...,mn is r-factorizable (so it is regular). Let u and v be
two vertices from two different parts, say pth and qth parts respectively. Then we have the
following sequence of equivalences:
dpuq “ dpvq ðñÿ
1ďiăjďn
i,j‰p
mimj “
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
i,j‰q
mimj ðñ
mq
ÿ
1ďiďn
i‰p,q
mi `
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
i,jRtp,qu
mimj “ mp
ÿ
1ďiďn
i‰p,q
mi `
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
i,jRtp,qu
mimj ðñ
mq
ÿ
1ďiďn
i‰p,q
mi “ mp
ÿ
1ďiďn
i‰p,q
mi ðñ
pmp ´mqq
ÿ
1ďiďn
i‰p,q
mi “ 0 ðñ
mp “ mq :“ m. pn ě 3q
This proves (i). The existence of each ri-factor implies that 3  rimn for each i, 1 ď i ď
k. Since each ri-factor is an ri-regular spanning sub-hypergraph and K
3
m,...,m is λ
`
n´1
2
˘
m2-
regular, we must have
řk
i“1 ri “ λ
`
n´1
2
˘
m2.
Now assume (i)–(iii). Since 3  rimn for each i, 1 ď i ď k and řki“1mri “ λ`n´12 ˘m3, by
Theorem 4.1,F is pmr1, . . . ,mrkq-factorizable. Therefore we can find a k-hyperedge-coloring
for F such that
dF pjqpxq “ rjm @j P t1, . . . , ku.
Now by Theorem 3.1, there exists a 3-uniform g-detachment G of F with mn vertices, say
xij, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď m (xi1, . . . , xim are obtained by splitting xi into m vertices for
i “ 1, . . . , n) such that by (A2) dG ptqpxijq “ rtm{m “ rt for each i “ 1, . . . , n, j “ 1, . . . ,m,
and each t P t1, . . . , ku; by (A3) mG pxij, xij1 , xij2q “ 0 for i “ 1 . . . , n and distinct j, j1, j2,
1 ď j, j1, j2 ď m, if m ě 3; by (A3) mG pxij, xij1 , xi1j2q “ 0 for distinct i, i1, 1 ď i, i1 ď n and
distinct j, j1, 1 ď j, j1, j2 ď m, if m ě 2; and by (A3) mG pxij, xi1j1 , xi2j2q “ λm3{pmmmq “ λ
for distinct i, i1, i2, 1 ď i, i1, i2 ď n and 1 ď j, j1, j2 ď m. Therefore G – λK3m,...,m and each
color class i is an ri-factor for each i P t1, . . . , ku. 
5. Proof of the Main Theorem
Recall that x « y means tyu ď x ď rys. We observe that for x, y P R, a, b, c P Z, and n P N
(i) a « x implies a P ttxu, rxsu, (ii) x « y implies x{n « y{n (iii) the relation « is transitive
(but not symmetric), and (vi) a “ b´ c and c « x, implies a « b´ x. These properties of «
will be used in this section when required without further explanation.
A family A of sets is laminar if, for every pair A,B of sets belonging to A , either A Ă B,
or B Ă A, or AXB “ ∅. To prove Theorem 3.1, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. (Nash-Williams [30, Lemma 2]) If A ,B are two laminar families of subsets
of a finite set S, and ` P N, then there exist a subset A of S such that for every P P A YB,
|AX P | « |P |{`.
LetF “ pV,E,H, ψ, φq. Let n “ řvPV pgpvq´1q. Our proof of Theorem 3.1 consists of the
following major parts. First, in Section 5.1 we shall describe the construction of a sequence
F0 “ F ,F1, . . . ,Fn of hypergraphs where Fi is an amalgamation of Fi`1 (so Fi`1 is a
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detachment of Fi) for 0 ď i ď n´ 1 with amalgamation function Φi that combines a vertex
with amalgamation number 1 with one other vertex. To construct each Fi`1 from Fi we
will use two laminar families Ai and Bi. In Section 5.2 we shall observe some properties of
Fi`1 in terms of Fi. As we will see in Section 5.3, the relations between Fi`1 and Fi lead
to conditions relating each Fi, 1 ď i ď n to the initial hypergraph F . Finally, in Section
5.4 we will show that Fn satisfies the conditions (A1)–(A4), so we can let G “ Fn.
5.1. Construction of G . Initially we let F0 “ F and g0 “ g, and we let Φ0 be the
identity function from V into V . Now assume that F0 “ pV0, E0, H0, ψ0, φ0q, . . . ,Fi “
pVi, Ei, Hi, ψi, φiq and Φ0, . . . ,Φi have been defined for some i ě 0. Also assume that g0 :
V0 Ñ N, . . . , gi : Vi Ñ N have been defined such that for each j “ 0, . . . , i and each x P Vj,
gjpxq ď 2 implies mFjpx3q “ 0, and gjpxq “ 1 implies mFjpx2, yq “ 0 for every y P Vj. Let
Ψi “ Φ0 . . .Φi. If i “ n, we terminate the construction, letting G “ Fn and Ψ “ Ψn.
If i ă n, we can select a vertex α of Fi such that gipαq ě 2. As we will see, Fi`1 is formed
from Fi by detaching a vertex vi`1 with amalgamation number 1 from α.
Let Hij “ HpFipjq, αq for j “ 1, . . . , k. If e P Ei incident with α, we let Heij “
HpFipjq, α, eq for j “ 1, . . . , k. Recall that by (1), |Heij| ď 3. Intuitively speaking, Hij
is the set of all hinges which are incident with α and a hyperedge colored j, and Heij is a
subset of Hij consisting of only those hinges incident with a single hyperedge e colored j.
Now let
Ai “ tHpFi, αquŤ tHi1, . . . , HikuŤ tHeij : e P ∇pα2, yq, y P Vi, 1 ď j ď ku.(2)
Note that
tHeij : e P ∇pα2, yq, y P Vi, 1 ď j ď ku “ tHeij : e P ∇pα3q, 1 ď j ď kuŤ tHeij : e P ∇pα2, yq, y P Viztαu, 1 ď j ď ku.
If u, v P Vi, let Huvi “ HpFi,∇pα, u, vqq and Huvij “ HpFipjq, α,∇pα, u, vqq for j “ 1, . . . , k.
Now let
Bi “ tHuvi : u, v P ViuŤ tHuvij : u, v P Vi, 1 ď j ď ku.(3)
It is easy to see that both Ai and Bi are laminar families of subsets of HpFi, αq. Then, by
Lemma 5.1, there exists a subset Zi of HpFi, αq such that
(4) |Zi X P | « |P |{gipαq, for every P P Ai YBi.
Let vi`1 be a vertex which does not belong to Vi and let Vi`1 “ Vi Y tvi`1u. Let Φi`1 be the
function from Vi`1 onto Vi such that Φi`1pvq “ v for every v P Vi and Φi`1pvi`1q “ α. Let
Fi`1 be the detachment of Fi under Φi`1 (Fi is the Φi`1-amalgamation of Fi`1) such that
V pFi`1q “ Vi`1, and
(5) HpFi`1, vi`1q “ Zi, HpFi`1, αq “ HpFi, αqzZi.
In fact, Fi`1 is obtained from Fi by splitting α into two vertices α and vi`1 in such a
way that hinges which were incident with α in Fi become incident in Fi`1 with α or vi`1
according as they do not or do belong to Zi, respectively. Obviously, Ψi is an amalgamation
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function from Fi`1 into Fi. Let gi`1 be the function from Vi`1 into N, such that gi`1pvi`1q “
1, gi`1pαq “ gipαq ´ 1, gi`1pvq “ gipvq for every v P Viztαu. This finishes the construction of
Fi`1. Now, we explore some relations between Fi`1 and Fi. In the remainder of this paper,
dip.q, and mip.q, dp.q, and mp.q will denote dFip.q, and mFip.q, dF p.q, and mF p.q, respectively.
5.2. Relations between Fi`1 and Fi. The hypergraph Fi`1, described in 5.1, satisfies
the following conditions:
(B1) di`1pαq « dipαqgi`1pαq{gipαq;
(B2) di`1pvi`1q « dipαq{gipαq;
(B3) mi`1pα, v2q « mipα, v2qgi`1pαq{gipαq for each v P Viztαu;
(B4) mi`1pvi`1, v2q « mipα, v2q{gipαq for each v P Viztαu;
(B5) mi`1pα, u, vq « mipα, u, vqgi`1pαq{gipαq for every pair of distinct vertices u, v P
Viztαu;
(B6) mi`1pvi`1, u, vq « mipα, u, vq{gipαq for every pair of distinct vertices u, v P Viztαu;
(B7) mi`1pv2i`1, vq “ 0 for each v P Viztαu;
(B8) mi`1pα, vi`1, vq « 2mipα2, vq{gipαq for each v P Viztαu;
(B9) mi`1pα2, vq « mipα2, vqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q{gipαq for each v P Viztαu;
(B10) mi`1pv3i`1q “ mi`1pv2i`1, αq “ 0;
(B11) mi`1pα3q « mipα3qpgi`1pαq ´ 2q{gipαq;
(B12) mi`1pvi`1, α2q « 3mipα3q{gipαq;
Proof. Since HpFi, αq P Ai, from (5) it follows that
di`1pvi`1q “ |HpFi`1, vi`1q| “ |Zi| “ |Zi XHpFi, αq|
« |HpFi, αq|{gipαq “ dipαq{gipαq,
di`1pαq “ |HpFi`1, αq| “ |HpFi, αq| ´ |Zi|
« dipαq ´ dipαq{gipαq “ pgipαq ´ 1qdipαq{gipαq
“ dipαqgi`1pαq{gipαq.
This proves (B1) and (B2).
If v P Viztαu, then Hvvi P Bi and so
mi`1pvi`1, v2q “ |Zi XHvvi | « |Hvvi |{gipαq “ mipα, v2q{gipαq,
mi`1pα, v2q “ |Hvvi | ´ |Zi XHvvi | « mipα, v2q ´mipα, v2q{gipαq
“ pgipαq ´ 1qmipα, v2q{gipαq
“ mipα, v2qgi`1pαq{gipαq.
This proves (B3) and (B4) (see Figure 4(i)).
If u, v are a pair of distinct vertices in Viztαu, then Huvi P Bi and so
mi`1pvi`1, u, vq “ |Zi XHuvi | « |Huvi |{gipαq “ mipα, u, vq{gipαq,
mi`1pα, u, vq “ |Huvi | ´ |Zi XHuvi |
« mipα, u, vq ´mipα, u, vq{gipαq
“ pgipαq ´ 1qmipα, u, vq{gipαq
“ mipα, u, vqgi`1pαq{gipαq.
This proves (B5) and (B6) (see Figure 4(ii)).
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Figure 4. The four possibilities for detachment of a single edge incident with α
If v P Viztαu, and e P ∇Fipjqpα2, vq, then Heij P Ai, soˇˇ
Zi XHeij
ˇˇ « |Heij|{gipαq “ 2{gipαq ď 1.
Therefore either |Zi XHeij| “ 1 and consequently e P ∇Fi`1pvi`1, α, vq or Zi XHeij “ ∅ and
consequently e P ∇Fi`1pα2, vq. Therefore
∇Fi`1pv2i`1, vq “ ∅.
This proves (B7) (see Figure 4(iii)). Moreover, since Hαvi P Bi
mi`1pα, vi`1, vq “ |Zi XHαvi | « |Hαvi |{gipαq “ 2mipα2, vq{gipαq,
mi`1pα2, vq “ mipα2, vq ´ |Zi XHαvi |
« mipα2, vq ´ 2mipα, u, vq{gipαq
“ pgipαq ´ 2qmipα2, vq{gipαq
“ mipα2, vqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q{gipαq.
This proves (B8) and (B9). We note that from (B9) it follows that if gi`1pαq “ 1, then
mi`1pα2, vq “ 0.
If e is a loop in Fipjq incident with α, (so gipαq ě 3,) then Heij P Ai. So
|Zi XHeij| « |Heij|{gipαq “ 3{gipαq ď 1.
Therefore either |Zi X Heij| “ 1 and consequently e P ∇Fi`1pα2, vi`1q or Zi X Heij “ ∅ and
consequently e P ∇Fi`1pα3q. Therefore
∇Fi`1pv3i`1q “ ∇Fi`1pv2i`1, αq “ ∅.
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This proves (B10) (see Figure 4(iv)). Moreover,
mi`1pα2, vi`1q “ |Zi XHααi | « |Hααi |{gipαq “ 3mipα3q{gipαq,
mi`1pα3q “ mipα3q ´ |Zi XHααi | « mipα3q ´ 3mipα3q{gipαq
“ pgipαq ´ 3qmipα3q{gipαq “ mipα3qpgi`1pαq ´ 2q{gipαq.
This proves (B11) and (B12). We may note that from (B11) it follows that if gi`1pαq “ 2,
then mi`1pα3q “ 0. 
A similar statement can be proved for every color class: Let us fix j P t1, . . . , ku, and let
u, v be a pair of distinct vertices in Viztαu. The colored version of (B7) and (B10) is trivial.
Since Hij P Ai, Hvvij P Bi, Huvij P Bi, Hαvij P Bi, Hααij P Bi, respectively, we can obtain a
colored version for (B1) and (B2), (B3) and (B4), (B5) and (B6), (B8) and (B9), and (B11)
and (B12), respectively.
5.3. Relations between Fi and F . Recall that Ψi “ Φ0 . . .Φi, that Φ0 : V Ñ V , and
that Φi : Vi Ñ Vi´1 for i ą 0. Therefore Ψi : Vi Ñ V and thus Ψ´1i : V Ñ Vi.
Now we use (B1)–(B12) to prove that the hypergraph Fi satisfies the following conditions
for 0 ď i ď n :
(D1) dipxq{gipxq « dpxq{gpxq for each x P V ;
(D2) dipvrq « dpxq{gpxq for each x P V and each vr P Ψ´1i rxs;
(D3) mipx3q{
`
gipxq
3
˘ « mpx3q{`gpxq
3
˘
for each x P V with gpxq ě 3 if gipxq ě 3, and mipx3q “
0 otherwise;
(D4) mipv3rq “ 0 for each x P V and each vr P Ψ´1i rxs;
(D5) mipx2, vrq{
`
gipxq
2
˘ « mpx3q{`gpxq
3
˘
for each x P V with gpxq ě 3 and each vr P Ψ´1i rxs
if gipxq ě 2, and mipx2, vrq “ 0 otherwise;
(D6) mipx, vr, vsq{gipxq « mpx3q{
`
gpxq
3
˘
for each x P V with gpxq ě 3 and every pair of
distinct vertices vr, vs P Ψ´1i rxs;
(D7) mipvr, vs, vtq « mpx3q{
`
gpxq
3
˘
for each x P V with gpxq ě 3 and every triple of distinct
vertices vr, vs, vt P Ψ´1i rxs;
(D8) mipx2, yq{p
`
gipxq
2
˘
gipyqq « mpx2, yq{p
`
gpxq
2
˘
gpyqq for every pair of distinct vertices x, y P
V with gpxq ě 2 if gipxq ě 2, and mipx2, yq “ 0 otherwise;
(D9) mipx2, vtq{
`
gipxq
2
˘ « mpx2, yq{p`gpxq
2
˘
gpyqq for every pair of distinct vertices x, y P V
with gpxq ě 2 and each vt P Ψ´1i rys if gipxq ě 2, and mipx2, vtq “ 0 otherwise;
(D10) mipx, vr, yq{pgipxqgipyqq « mpx2, yq{p
`
gpxq
2
˘
gpyqq for every pair of distinct vertices
x, y P V with gpxq ě 2 and each vr P Ψ´1i rxs;
(D11) mipx, vr, vtq{gipxq « mpx2, yq{p
`
gpxq
2
˘
gpyqq for every pair of distinct vertices x, y P V
with gpxq ě 2, each vr P Ψ´1i rxs and each vt P Ψ´1i rys;
(D12) mipvr, vs, yq{gipyq « mpx2, yq{p
`
gpxq
2
˘
gpyqq for every pair of distinct vertices x, y P V
with gpxq ě 2 and every pair of distinct vertices vr, vs P Ψ´1i rxs;
(D13) mipvr, vs, vtq « mpx2, yq{p
`
gpxq
2
˘
gpyqq for every pair of distinct vertices x, y P V with
gpxq ě 2, every pair of distinct vertices vr, vs P Ψ´1i rxs and each vt P Ψ´1i rys;
(D14) mipx, y, zq{pgipxqgipyqgipzqq « mpx, y, zq{pgpxqgpyqgpzqq for every triple of distinct
vertices x, y, z P V ;
(D15) mipx, y, vtq{pgipxqgipyqq « mpx, y, zq{pgpxqgpyqgpzqq for every triple of distinct ver-
tices x, y, z P V and each vt P Ψ´1i rzs;
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(D16) mipx, vs, vtq{gipxq « mpx, y, zq{pgpxqgpyqgpzqq for every triple of distinct vertices
x, y, z P V , each vs P Ψ´1i rys and each vt P Ψ´1i rzs;
(D17) mipvr, vs, vtq « mpx, y, zq{pgpxqgpyqgpzqq for every triple of distinct vertices x, y, z P
V , each vr P Ψ´1i rxs, each vs P Ψ´1i rys and each vt P Ψ´1i rzs;
Proof. Let x, y, z be an arbitrary triple of distinct vertices of V . We prove (D1)–(D17) by
induction. To verify (D1)–(D17) for i “ 0, recall that F0 “ F , and g0pxq “ gpxq.
Obviously d0pxq{g0pxq “ dpxq{gpxq, and this proves (D1) for i “ 0. (D2) is trivial. If
gpxq ě 3, obviously m0px3q{
`
g0pxq
3
˘ “ mpx3q{`gpxq
3
˘
, and if gpxq ď 2, by hypothesis of Theorem
3.1, mpx3q “ 0. This proves (D3) for i “ 0. The proof of (D4)–(D17) for i “ 0 is similar and
can be verified easily.
Now we will show that if Fi satisfies the conditions (D1)–(D17) for some i ă n, then
Fi`1 (formed from Fi by detaching vi`1 from the vertex α) satisfies these conditions by
replacing i with i` 1; we denote the corresponding conditions for Fi`1 by (D1)1–(D17)1. If
gi`1pxq “ gipxq, then (D1)1–(D7)1 are obviously true. So we just check (D1)1–(D7)1 in the
case where x “ α. Also if gi`1pxq “ gipxq and gi`1pyq “ gipyq, then (D8)1–(D13)1 are clearly
true. So in order to prove (D8)1–(D13)1, we shall assume that either gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1
or gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so α P tx, yu). Similarly, if gi`1pxq “ gipyq, gi`1pyq “ gipyq, and
gi`1pzq “ gipzq, then (D14)1–(D17)1 are true. Therefore to prove (D14)1–(D17)1 we shall
assume that either gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 or gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 or gi`1pzq “ gipzq ´ 1 (so
α P tx, y, zu).
(D1)1 By (B1), di`1pαq{gi`1pαq « dipαq{gipαq, and by (D1) of the induction hypothesis
dipαq{gipαq « dpαq{gpαq. Therefore
di`1pαq
gi`1pαq
(B1)« dipαq
gipαq
(D1)« dpαq
gpαq .
This proves (D1)1.
(D2)1 By (B2), di`1pvi`1q « dipαq{gipαq, and by (D1) of the induction hypothesis dipαq{gipαq «
dpαq{gpαq. Therefore
di`1pvi`1q (B2)« dipαq
gipαq
(D1)« dpαq
gpαq .
Since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is detached from vr for each vr P Ψ´1i rαs, we
have di`1pvrq “ dipvrq. By (D2) of the induction hypothesis dipvrq « dpαq{gpαq for
each vr P Ψ´1i rαs. Therefore
di`1pvrq “ dipvrq (D2)« dpαq
gpαq
for each vr P Ψ´1i rαs. This proves (D2)1.
(D3)1 Suppose gpαq ě 3. If gi`1pαq ě 3, by (B11)
mi`1pα3q`
gi`1pαq
3
˘ (B11)« mipα3qpgi`1pαq ´ 2q
gipαq
`
gi`1pαq
3
˘
“ mipα
3qpgi`1pαq ´ 2q
gipαqgi`1pαqpgi`1pαq ´ 1qpgi`1pαq ´ 2q{6
“ mipα
3q`
gipαq
3
˘ .
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Since gipαq ě 4 ą 3, by (D3) of the induction hypothesismipα3q{
`
gipαq
3
˘ « mpα3q{`gpαq
3
˘
.
Therefore
mi`1pα3q`
gi`1pαq
3
˘ (B11)« mipα3q`
gipαq
3
˘ (D3)« mpα3q`
gpαq
3
˘ .
If gi`1pαq ă 3, by (B11) mi`1pα3q “ 0. This proves (D3)1.
(D4)1 By (B10), mi`1pv3i`1q “ 0. Moreover, mi`1pv3rq “ mipv3rq “ 0 for each 1 ď r ď i.
This proves (D4)1.
(D5)1 Suppose gpαq ě 3. If gi`1pαq ě 2, by (B12)
mi`1pα2, vi`1q`
gi`1pαq
2
˘ (B12)« 3mipα3q
gipαq
`
gi`1pαq
2
˘
“ 3mipα
3q
gipαqgi`1pαqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q{2
“ mipα
3q`
gipαq
3
˘ .
Since gipαq ě 3, by (D3) of the induction hypothesis mipα3q{
`
gipαq
3
˘ « mpα3q{`gpαq
3
˘
.
Therefore
mi`1pα2, vi`1q`
gi`1pαq
2
˘ (B12)« mipα3q`
gipαq
3
˘ (D3)« mpα3q`
gpαq
3
˘ .
By (B9) for each vr P Ψ´1i rαs
mi`1pα2, vrq`
gi`1pαq
2
˘ (B9)« mipα2, vrqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q
gipαq
`
gi`1pαq
2
˘
“ mipα
2, vrqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q
gipαqgi`1pαqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q{2
“ mipα
2, vrq`
gipαq
2
˘ .
Since gipαq ě 3 ą 2, by (D5) of the induction hypothesis we have mipα2, vrq{
`
gipαq
2
˘ «
mpα3q{`gpαq
3
˘
for each vr P Ψ´1i rαs. Therefore
mi`1pα2, vrq`
gi`1pαq
2
˘ (B9)« mipα2, vrq`
gipαq
2
˘ (D5)« mpα3q`
gpαq
3
˘
for each vr P Ψ´1i rαs. If gi`1pαq “ 1, by (B9) it follows that mi`1pα2, vrq “ 0 for each
vr P Ψ´1i`1rαs. This proves (D5)1.
(D6)1 Suppose gpαq ě 3 and vr, vs are a pair of distinct vertices in Ψ´1i rαs. From (B5) it
follows that mi`1pα, vr, vsq{gi`1pαq « mipα, vr, vsq{gipαq. By (D6) of the induction
hypothesis mipα, vr, vsq{gipαq « mpα3q{
`
gpαq
3
˘
. Therefore
mi`1pα, vr, vsq
gi`1pαq
(B5)« mipα, vr, vsq
gipαq
(D6)« mpα
3q`
gpαq
3
˘ .
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From (B8) it follows that
mi`1pα, vr, vi`1q
gi`1pαq
(B8)« 2mipα
2, vrq
gipαqgi`1pαq “
mipα2, vrq`
gipαq
2
˘ .
By (D5) of the induction hypothesis mipα2, vrq{
`
gipαq
2
˘ « mpα3q{`gpαq
3
˘
. Therefore
mi`1pα, vr, vi`1q
gi`1pαq
(B8)« mipα
2, vrq`
gipαq
2
˘ (D5)« mpα3q`
gpαq
3
˘ .
This proves (D6)1.
(D7)1 Suppose gpαq ě 3 and vr, vs, vt are a triple of distinct vertices in Ψ´1i rαs. Since
in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is detached from vr, vs, vt, we have mi`1pvr, vs, vtq “
mipvr, vs, vtq. But by (D7) of the induction hypothesis, mipvr, vs, vtq « mpα3q{
`
gpαq
3
˘
.
Therefore
mi`1pvr, vs, vtq “ mipvr, vs, vtq (D7)« mpα
3q`
gpαq
3
˘ .
By (B6) mi`1pvr, vs, vi`1q « mipα, vr, vsq{gipαq. By (D6) of the induction hypothesis
mipα, vr, vsq{gipαq « mpα3q{
`
gpαq
3
˘
. Therefore
mi`1pvr, vs, vi`1q (B6)« mipα, vr, vsq
gipαq
(D6)« mpα
3q`
gpαq
3
˘ .
This proves (D7)1.
(D8)1 Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq´ 1 (so x “ α), by (B9) mi`1pα2, yq « mipα2, yqpgi`1pαq´
1q{gipαq which is 0 if gi`1pαq “ 1. If gi`1pαq ě 2, by (B9)
mi`1pα2, yq`
gi`1pαq
2
˘
gi`1pyq
(B9)« mipα
2, yqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q
gipαq
`
gi`1pαq
2
˘
gi`1pyq
“ mipα
2, yqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q
gipαqgi`1pαqpgi`1pαq ´ 1qgipyq{2
“ mipα
2, yq`
gipαq
2
˘
gipyq
.
Since gipαq ě 3 ą 2, by (D8) of the induction hypothesis mipα2, yq{p
`
gipαq
2
˘
gipyqq «
mpα2, yq{p`gpαq
2
˘
gpyqq. Therefore
mi`1pα2, yq`
gi`1pαq
2
˘
gi`1pyq
(B9)« mipα
2, yq`
gipαq
2
˘
gipyq
(D8)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq´1 (so y “ α), by (B3)mi`1px2, αq « mipx2, αqgi`1pαq{gipαq
which is 0 by (D8) of the induction hypothesis, if gi`1pxq “ gipxq “ 1. If gi`1pxq ě 2,
by (B3) and (D8) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1px2, αq`
gi`1pxq
2
˘
gi`1pαq
(B3)« mipx
2, αq`
gi`1pxq
2
˘
gipαq
“ mipx
2, αq`
gipxq
2
˘
gipαq
(D8)« mpx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
This proves (D8)1.
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(D9)1 Suppose vt P Ψ´1i rys. There are two cases:
Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq´1 (so x “ α), by (B9) mi`1pα2, vtq « mipα2, vtqpgi`1pαq´
1q{gipαq which is 0 if gi`1pαq “ 1. If gi`1pαq ě 2, by (B9)
mi`1pα2, vtq`
gi`1pαq
2
˘ (B9)« mipα2, vtqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q
gipαq
`
gi`1pαq
2
˘
“ mipα
2, vtqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q
gipαqgi`1pαqpgi`1pαq ´ 1q{2
“ mipα
2, vtq`
gipαq
2
˘ .
Since gipαq ě 3 ą 2, by (D9) of the induction hypothesis we have mipα2, vtq{
`
gipαq
2
˘ «
mpα2, yq{p`gpαq
2
˘
gpyqq. Therefore
mi`1pα2, vtq`
gi`1pαq
2
˘ (B9)« mipα2, vtq`
gipαq
2
˘ (D9)« mpα2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is
detached from vt and x, we have mi`1px2, vtq “ mipx2, vtq which is 0 by (D9) of the
induction hypothesis, if gi`1pxq “ gipxq “ 1. If gi`1pxq ě 2, by (D9) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1px2, vtq`
gi`1pxq
2
˘ “ mipx2, vtq`
gipxq
2
˘ (D9)« mpx2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
By (B4), mi`1pvi`1, x2q « mipα, x2q{gipαq which is 0 by (D8) of the induction hy-
pothesis, if gi`1pxq “ gipxq “ 1. If gi`1pxq ě 2, by (B4) and (D8) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1px2, vi`1q`
gi`1pxq
2
˘ (B4)« mipx2, αq`
gi`1pxq
2
˘
gipαq
“ mipx
2, αq`
gipxq
2
˘
gipαq
(D8)« mipx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
This proves (D9)1.
(D10)1 Suppose vr P Ψ´1i rxs. There are two cases:
Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α), by (B5) mi`1pα, vr, yq{gi`1pαq «
mipα, vr, yq{gipαq. Therefore by (D10) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pα, vr, yq
gi`1pαqgi`1pyq
(B5)« mipα, vr, yq
gipαqgi`1pyq
“ mipα, vr, yq
gipαqgipyq
(D10)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
By (B8) mi`1pα, vi`1, yq « 2mipα2, yq{gipαq. Therefore since gipαq ě 2, by (D8) of
the induction hypothesis
mi`1pα, vi`1, yq
gi`1pαqgi`1pyq
(B8)« 2mipα
2, yq
gipαqgi`1pαqgi`1pyq
“ mipα
2, yq`
gipαq
2
˘
gipyq
(D8)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
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Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), by (B5) we have mi`1px, vr, αq{gi`1pαq «
mipx, vr, αq{gipαq. Therefore by (D10) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1px, vr, αq
gi`1pxqgi`1pαq
(B5)« mipx, vr, αq
gi`1pxqgipαq
“ mipx, vr, αq
gipxqgipαq
(D10)« mpx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
This proves (D10)1.
(D11)1 Suppose vr P Ψ´1i rxs, vt P Ψ´1i rys. There are two cases:
Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α), by (B5) and (D11) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1pα, vr, vtq
gi`1pαq
(B5)« mipα, vr, vtq
gipαq
(D11)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
By (B8) mi`1pα, vi`1, vtq « 2mipα2, vtq{gipαq. Therefore by (D10) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1pα, vi`1, vtq
gi`1pαq
(B8)« 2mipα
2, vtq
gipαqgi`1pαq
“ mipα, vr, yq`
gipαq
2
˘ (D10)« mpα2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is
detached from x, vr and vt, we have mi`1px, vr, vtq “ mipx, vr, vtq. Therefore by (D11)
of the induction hypothesis
mi`1px, vr, vtq
gi`1pxq “
mipx, vr, vtq
gi`1pxq “
mipx, vr, vtq
gipxq
(D11)« mpx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
By (B6) mi`1pvi`1, x, vrq « mipα, x, vrq{gipαq. Therefore by (D10) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1px, vr, vi`1q
gi`1pxq
(B6)« mipx, vr, αq
gi`1pxqgipαq “
mipx, vr, αq
gipxqgipαq
(D10)« mpx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
This proves (D11)1.
(D12)1 Suppose vr, vs P Ψ´1i rxs. There are two cases:
Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α), since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge
is detached from vr, vs and y, we have mi`1pvr, vs, yq “ mipvr, vs, yq. Therefore by
(D12) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pvr, vs, yq
gi`1pyq “
mipvr, vs, yq
gi`1pyq “
mipvr, vs, yq
gipyq
(D12)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
By (B6) mi`1pvi`1, vr, yq « mipα, vr, yq{gipαq. Therefore by (D10) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1pvi`1, vr, yq
gi`1pyq
(B6)« mipα, vr, yq
gipαqgi`1pyq “
mipα, vr, yq
gipαqgipyq
(D10)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
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Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), by (B5) and (D12) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1pvr, vs, αq
gi`1pαq
(B5)« mipvr, vs, αq
gipαq
(D12)« mpx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
This proves (D12)1.
(D13)1 Suppose vr, vs P Ψ´1i rxs, vt P Ψ´1i rys. Since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is detached
from vr, vs and vt, we have mi`1pvr, vs, vtq “ mipvr, vs, vtq. Therefore by (D13) of the
induction hypothesis
mi`1pvr, vs, vtq (D13)« mpx
2, yq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpyq .
If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α), by (B6) and (D11) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pvr, vi`1, vtq (B6)« mipα, vr, vtq
gipαq
(D11)« mpα
2, yq`
gpαq
2
˘
gpyq .
If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), by (B6) and (D12) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pvr, vs, vi`1q (B6)« mipα, vr, vsq
gipyq
(D12)« mpx
2, αq`
gpxq
2
˘
gpαq .
This proves (D13)1.
(D14)1 If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α) , by (B5) mi`1pα, y, zq{gi`1pαq « mipα, y, zq{gipαq.
Therefore by (D14) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pα, y, zq
gi`1pαqgi`1pyqgi`1pzq
(B5)« mipα, y, zq
gipαqgi`1pyqgi`1pzq
“ mipα, y, zq
gipαqgipyqgipzq
(D14)« mpα, y, zq
gpαqgpyqgpzq .
There are two other cases (gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 and gi`1pzq “ gipzq ´ 1) for which the
proof is similar. This proves (D14)1.
(D15)1 Suppose vt P Ψ´1i rzs. There are three cases:
Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α) , by (B5) mi`1pα, y, vtq{gi`1pαq «
mipα, y, vtq{gipαq. Therefore by (D15) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pα, y, vtq
gi`1pαqgi`1pyq
(B5)« mipα, y, vtq
gipαqgi`1pyq
“ mipα, y, vtq
gipαqgipyq
(D15)« mpα, y, zq
gpαqgpyqgpzq .
Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), the proof is similar to that of case 1.
Case 3: If gi`1pzq “ gipzq ´ 1 (so z “ α), since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is
detached from x, y and vt, we have mi`1px, y, vtq « mipx, y, vtq. Therefore by (D15)
of the induction hypothesis
mi`1px, y, vtq
gi`1pxqgi`1pyq “
mipx, y, vtq
gipxqgipyq
(D15)« mpx, y, αq
gpxqgpyqgpαq .
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By (B6) mi`1px, y, vi`1q « mipx, y, αq{gipαq. Therefore by (D14) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1px, y, vi`1q
gi`1pxqgi`1pyq
(B6)« mipx, y, αq
gi`1pxqgi`1pyqgipαq
“ mipx, y, αq
gipxqgipyqgipαq
(D14)« mpx, y, αq
gpxqgpyqgpαq .
This proves (D15)1.
(D16)1 Suppose vs P Ψ´1i rys, vt P Ψ´1i rzs. There are three cases:
Case 1: If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α) , by (B5) and (D16) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1pα, vs, vtq
gi`1pαq
(B5)« mipα, vs, vtq
gipαq
(D16)« mpα, y, zq
gpαqgpyqgpzq .
Case 2: If gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 (so y “ α), since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge is
detached from x, vs and vt, we have mi`1px, vs, vtq “ mipx, vs, vtq. Therefore by (D16)
of the induction hypothesis
mi`1px, vs, vtq
gi`1pxq “
mipx, vs, vtq
gipxq
(D16)« mpx, α, zq
gpxqgpαqgpzq .
By (B6) mi`1px, vi`1, vtq « mipx, α, vtq{gipαq. Therefore by (D15) of the induction
hypothesis
mi`1px, vi`1, vtq
gi`1pxq
(B6)« mipx, α, vtq
gi`1pxqgipαq
“ mipx, α, vtq
gipxqgipαq
(D15)« mpx, α, zq
gpxqgpαqgpzq .
Case 3: If gi`1pzq “ gipzq ´ 1 (so z “ α), the proof is similar to that of case 2. This
proves (D16)1.
(D17)1 Suppose vr P Ψ´1i rxs, vs P Ψ´1i rys, vt P Ψ´1i rzs. Since in forming Fi`1 no hyperedge
is detached from vr, vs and vt, we have mi`1pvr, vs, vtq “ mipvr, vs, vtq. Therefore by
(D17) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pvr, vs, vtq (D17)« mpx, y, zq
gpxqgpyqgpzq .
If gi`1pxq “ gipxq ´ 1 (so x “ α) , by (B6) and (D16) of the induction hypothesis
mi`1pvi`1, vs, vtq (B6)« mipα, vs, vtq
gipαq
(D16)« mpα, y, zq
gpαqgpyqgpzq .
There are two other cases (gi`1pyq “ gipyq ´ 1 and gi`1pzq “ gipzq ´ 1) for which the
proof is similar. This proves (D17)1.

A similar statement can be proved for every color class simply by restricting each relation
above to a color class j P t1, . . . , ku.
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5.4. Relations between G “ Fn and F . Recall that G “ Fn,Ψ “ Ψn and gnpxq “ 1 for
each x P V . We claim that G satisfies all conditions stated in Theorem 3.1.
Obviously G is a g-detachment of F . Let x, y, z be an arbitrary triple of distinct vertices
of V , and let j P t1, . . . , ku. Now in (D1)–(D17) we let i “ n. From (D3) and (D4) it is
immediate that G is loopless. From (D5), (D8) and (D9) it follows that G has no hyperedge
of size 2. Thus G is a 3-uniform hypergraph.
From (D1) it follows that dFnpxq{gnpxq « dpxq{gpxq, so dG pxq « dpxq{gpxq. From (D2),
dFnpvrq « dpxq{gpxq for each vr P Ψ´1n rxs, so dG pvrq « dpxq{gpxq for each vr P Ψ´1rxs.
Therefore G satisfies (A1).
A similar argument shows that (A2) follows from the colored version of (D1) and (D2),
(A3) follows from (D6), (D7), and (D10)–(D17), and (A4) follows from the colored version
of (D6), (D7), and (D10)–(D17). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
6. Algorithmic Aspects
To construct an r-factorization for λK3n, we start with an amalgamation of λK
3
n in which
all hyperedges are loops. We color the hyperedges among k :“ λ`n´1
2
˘{r color classes as
evenly as possible, and apply Theorem 3.1. In Theorem 3.1, we detach vertices in n ´ 1
steps. At each step, to decide how to share edges (and hinges) among the new vertices, we
define two sets A andB whose sizes are no more than 1`k``n
3
˘
and pk`1q`n
2
˘
, respectively,
and use Nash-Willimas lemma. Nash-Williams lemma builds a graph of size Opn3q (or more
precisely of size |A | ` |B|) and finds a set Z with a polynomial time algorithm. The set
Z tells us exactly how to share edges (and hinges) among the new vertices. Therefore, our
construction is polynomial in
`
n
3
˘
, the output size for the problem.
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